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Abstract. Traditionally, manufacturing facilities and building services are 
analysed separately to manufacturing operations. This is despite manufacturing 
operations using and discarding energy with the support of facilities. Therefore 
improvements in energy and other resource use to work towards sustainable 
manufacturing have been sub-optimal. This paper presents research in which 
buildings, facilities and manufacturing operations are viewed as inter-related 
systems. The objectives are to improve overall resource efficiency and to 
exploit opportunities to use energy and / or waste from one process as potential 
inputs to other processes. The novelty here is the combined simulation of 
production and building energy use and waste in order to reduce overall 
resource consumption. The paper presents a literature review, develops the 
conceptual modelling approach and introduces the prototype IES Ltd <VE> 
THERM software. The work has been applied to industrial cases to demonstrate 
the ability of the prototype to support activities towards sustainable 
manufacturing. 

Keywords: Sustainable manufacturing, building energy modelling, resource 
simulation, factory modelling. 

1 Introduction 

The Bruntland report [1] defines sustainable development as meeting the needs of the 
present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs. Focusing on sustainable manufacturing there is the need to recognise 
the triple bottom line of social justice (people), environmental quality (planet) and 
economic prosperity (profit) [2]. There is significant work underway in both academia 
and industry to develop tools and techniques for sustainable manufacturing and apply 
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them for tangible benefit. As a result of rising prices and concerns over energy 
security and climate change, energy is a major focus. Documented cases and 
achievements presented on corporate websites show that significant benefits can be 
obtained. However, it is not until a sustainability mindset is adopted that the 
opportunities can be identified in the first place. 

Sustainable manufacturing [3, 4, 5] (based on environmental conscious 
manufacturing) is broad in scope, taking a high level view of manufacturing and 
including the triple bottom line elements. Sustainable manufacturing looks beyond the 
boundaries of one factory and considers the entire material cycle from material 
extraction through processing and use to subsequent disposal [6, 7]. Most research in 
sustainable manufacturing has focused on product design and product end-of-life with 
relatively little research activity focusing on improving manufacturing systems. 
Subsequently there is an absence of methodologies for manufacturers to generate 
improvements within their own facilities [8].   

Buildings consume a significant amount of energy to provide heating, cooling, 
ventilation, lighting and power. Individuals in both buildings and manufacturing 
systems disciplines use methodologies and tools to guide design and reduce resource 
use including simulation.  Buildings and factory facilities are typically suppliers to 
manufacturing operations and are managed according to different metrics. There is 
significant potential for improvement by integrating these areas but there is currently 
a lack of knowledge, skills and tools. 

This paper examines tools for manufacturing buildings and manufacturing systems 
and the methodologies to support their improvement.  In the absence of available 
tools and methods, the paper presents an approach to combine these areas. Prototype 
work on integrating them along with sustainable manufacturing tactics is introduced. 

2 Methodology 

The wider aim of this research is to build and apply a modelling tool and assess its 
applicability. The approach is to use a building and testing cycle by using theories and 
tools available to create a conceptual model and then simulation modelling tool and to 
test it in practice. 

Literature is drawn from a wide variety of sources in the fields of sustainable 
manufacturing (SM), sustainable buildings (SB), energy efficiency and modelling. 
Given that the area is developing both peer reviewed journals as well as commercial 
sources were used. The literature was used to establish current practice in the SM and 
SB fields as well as in modelling and simulation. 

The modelling approach was developed using literature to capture the Material, 
Energy and Waste (MEW) flows in a way that they could be represented and 
modelled both qualitatively and quantitatively.  From the conceptual model, a 
prototype simulation tool developed by extending a commercial building energy 
software modelling product. Testing used synthetic as well as factory process data. 
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3 Literature 

Perhaps as a consequence of the absence of methodologies to transform 
manufacturing systems, there is a lack of software tools, such as simulation, to 
support the design and analysis of sustainable industrial systems.  As with the 
adoption of lean methodologies and ‘lean/green’ techniques (e.g. [9]), there have been 
incremental developments in simulation for discrete manufacturing that include 
energy modelling. As lean methods and manufacturing simulation tools typically 
capture the visible value-adding processes, the significant energy consuming 
processes in a factory are ignored.  The facilities that supply steam, air and other 
services are rarely included. Additionally the building that surrounds the 
manufacturing operations and part of the manufacturing utilities are ignored and 
considered separately from manufacturing system design. 

Building design and refurbishment is regulated and defined by detailed standards 
and metrics, particularly building codes and voluntary standards such as BREEAM 
and LEED.  As with manufacturing systems design, building design is supported by 
improvement methods and guiding tools that incorporate sophisticated modelling for 
areas such as comfort and energy performance. 

Currently there are no commercially available tools for manufacturers to assess 
environmental performance, identify improvement areas and help suggest concrete 
actions across the breadth of the application area described [10]. Additionally, there 
are few examples of research [9, 11, 12, 13] to bring these domains together. Such 
work presents conceptual design and specific simulation but does not offer as much 
benefit as the combination of improvement methodologies and integrated buildings, 
utilities and production system modelling. 

Any sustainable manufacturing modelling tool must be capable of modelling the 
interaction between the production system and its physical environment – firstly the 
building itself (including the effect of external factors such as weather data or 
surrounding buildings) and the locality. For example, sustainable manufacturing 
tactics include the potential to use local waste to power production processes, or the 
transfer of waste heat from production to other parts of the factory [14]. 

4 Modelling Considerations 

Within most manufacturing operations (especially discrete product flow) material and 
energy flows vary over time.  For energy the ‘quality’ will also vary (e.g. production 
of waste heat at a range of temperatures). To understand the interaction of material 
and energy changes through time and space dynamic modelling is a possibility [9].  
Manufacturing simulation tools are commonly used in modelling materials over time 
and building simulation tools are well established to model energy use and dissipation 
over time and space.   

Extending Discrete Event Simulation (DES) software to include energy has been 
achieved [15] and can show what energy is used as a result of production activity. 
Energy use data can be generated from within the model itself, e.g. by an operating 
machine, or can be generated after a model run by post-processing the output data.  
Hence energy consumption data can be driven by a combination of shift hours and 
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machine operation hours.  Accounting for energy use is valuable as it can educate 
users as well as quantitatively inform decision making.  However, if the energy (and 
other resources) are simply accounted for rather than modelled then there is a key 
drawback; there is no distinction between the input and output of energy.   

Modelling the input and output of energy in buildings and production processes is 
essential to understanding how to make more holistic improvements.  The output of 
energy from production (usually immediately in the form of heat) can impact on the 
building environment (which can account for up to half a factory’s energy 
consumption). Additionally, understanding what energy is being released (quantity, 
location, time, quality) is essential for seeking opportunities for reuse.  Hence creating 
building and production models within an energy modelling environment has the 
potential to model the interaction between those two big energy and other resource 
consumers.  Such modelling could be done in a single modelling software package or 
from the integration of two specialist packages. 

The combination of manufacturing and building simulation techniques is therefore 
potentially very powerful.  For example, they could be used together to understand 
whether waste heat from air compressors could be used for pre-heating water or 
whether hot air vented at the end of a process cycle could be used to contribute to 
space heating in winter. Simulation would be used to understand the potential 
contribution of waste reuse considering the system complexity and the timing of the 
heat availability, timing of the heat demand, the heat transfer, spatial aspects, etc. 

A software system that combines building simulation with an operational model 
might use tactics to refer the user to sustainable manufacturing improvements. For 
example, if the simulation tool was able to model production activity and energy 
consumption then a comparison of the two could be made and a mismatch could be 
highlighted. If it was deemed that energy was being used unnecessarily when there 
was no production (highlighted by a ‘tactic’) then a link could be made to 
manufacturing practices to illustrate what solutions other companies implemented. 

5 Conceptual Model 

In order to build a tool to support the pursuit of sustainable manufacturing, a 
conceptual model must be created that captures the key resource flows and transitions 
within a factory.  The factory will include the production processes and the facility 
that supports the people and equipment within the building. To use the tool it is 
necessary to have modelling software, a method by which it is used and a repository 
of practices (or more specifically tactics) on how to improve the model, see Figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the modelling tool with method, software and tactics 
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The software environment will support a model that can contain the utilities and 
production along with the surrounding building.  Some of the utilities will be within 
the building and some outside.  The equipment that consumes and outputs resources 
are contained within the utilities and production.  As the utilities and buildings are 
potentially affected by the conditions outside the system (or factory) being modelled 
then the environment is also included.  The interrelationships between these 
modelling components are shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Conceptual model for the software tool 

The conceptual model shows the flow of resources through the facility. Parts input 
and products output are standard elements of production models built in DES 
software. The building shell and zones within it are standard elements in buildings 
software. With modelling software that is able to model energy and its transfer then 
energy and other resources can be modelled for the building (e.g. the heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning, HVAC) as well as for the production (e.g. the heat 
and other wastes leaving production equipment). 

This generic conceptual model was used to specify the enhancement of existing 
IES <VE> software to enable the impact of production activity on the wider facility 
and building to be modelled. 

6 Industrial Case Study 

The modelling approach proposed was applied to an industrial treatment process. The 
criteria for process selection included: process energy intensity (hence potential for 
significant savings); inclusion of both production process with surrounding utilities 
and incorporation of multiple MEW flows. A schematic of the process (Figure 3) was 
developed and used as the basis for the conceptual model of the facility and then a 
simulation model (Figure 4) in the prototype <VE> environment.  
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the model concept for creation of the software model  

 

Fig. 4. Example of a <VE> building and manufacturing process model 

The scale of models containing production and utilities and the complexity of 
multiple resource flows means that identification of the potential improvements is 
laborious and skilled. To spot opportunities, users must be able to review each type of 
flow, their individual timing and their timing relative to other flows based on analysis 
from first principles as well as experience of other manufacturers’ improvements.  
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Fig. 5. Linking process modelling results to tactics [16] 

To reduce the time and improve the quality of this search tactics [14] are used. A 
database of tactics was developed from analysis of many hundreds of publicly 
available sustainable manufacturing practices.  The tactics have associated automated 
tests, e.g. comparing production run activity of a production process with the energy 
consumption data could highlight the process was consuming energy when not 
producing product output.  The application of tactics is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Simulation of the model demonstrated the ability to model energy flows across 
buildings, utilities and production systems. In turn greater understanding of energy 
flows could be gained and improvement opportunities identified. 

7 Conclusion 

This paper has examined work carried out in the field of sustainable manufacturing 
and its relationship with buildings and utilities.  It has been observed that these 
disciplines are largely considered independently on sustainability projects, potentially 
missing important opportunities for better overall solutions.  The design, operation 
and improvement activities across this broad area utilise different skills, different 
improvement approaches and different software. 

The paper has documented the concept of a tool and supporting methods for 
combined analysis of production systems, ancillary support systems and production 
buildings. In turn broader and more informed decisions could be made on reducing 
overall material, energy and resource flows by reducing inputs and reusing wastes. 

Future work will encompass software development of further modelling 
functionality, integration of software workflows to match the activities of the 
improvement teams and integration of best practices available from manufacturers. 
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